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Median Balls: An Extension of the Interquantile
Intervals to Multivariate Distributions
Jean Averous and Michel Meste
Paul Sabatier University, Toulouse, France
For a probability distribution on a Banach space, we introduce a family of cen-
tral balls, indexed by their radius, using a proximity criterion close to those defining
the spatial median. It is shown that these balls possess robustness and equivariance
properties similar to those of the spatial median. They provide a multivariate
generalization of the real interquantile intervals and can be interpreted as trimmed
regions.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a probability distribution (p.d.), the concept of central regions arises
in several fields from both probability theory and statistics. Applications of
such central regions are concerned with, for instance, qualitative, com-
parative, or quantitative concepts of location, dispersion, skewness, or kur-
tosis, the construction of robust statistical tools, the detection of outliers,
and the tail behaviour.
In the real case, the interquantile intervals [F&1(:), F&1(1&:)] are the
most frequently used central regions for such applications. In the multi-
variate finite-dimensional case, several central regions have been studied.
The construction of such regions depends on their use. For the purpose of
statistical applications, trimming or peeling procedures are often employed.
They have been defined mainly for empirical distributions in the context
of robust estimation (see Rousseuw and Leroy [24], and Donoho [6]).
A procedure valid for any distribution has been defined by Nolan [22] and
has recently been studied by Masse and Theodorescu [21]. It is based on
Tukey’s depth [26] and defines central (convex) regions parametrized by
the probability of their closed tangent half-spaces which may be interpreted
as directional tails associated to the central regions.
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If one is interested in comparing probability distributions (theoretical
andor empirical) about location, dispersion, skewness, or kurtosis, one
approach consists in searching central regions parametrized either by their
probability or by a size parameter. The shape of these regions may be a
priori chosen. The minimum volume ellipsoid with fixed probability (see
e.g. Rousseuw and Leroy [24]) gives an example of such regions. This
approach appears as ‘‘dual’’ to searching the ellipsoids with fixed volume
and maximum probability content, which implicitly refers to the mode as
the location parameter (for unimodal distributions). This last methodology
is generalized by Einmahl and Mason [9] who define a ‘‘quantile function’’
U based on a class of Borelians C and on a real function L in the following
way:
U(t)=inf(L(A), P(A)t, A # C), 0<t<1.
Another example of regions with given shape is provided by the centrally
symmetric distributions, for which the most natural central regions are the
balls whose center is the symmetry center c. The probability of these balls,
P(&!&c&r), is used to study the dispersion of the distribution of a ran-
dom variable ! with values in a Banach space (X, & }&). Let us note that the
distribution of &!&c& is an important tool for many asymptotic results in
the multivariate case. However, in the noncentrally symmetric case, the
family of balls centered on any given location parameter seems not to be
well adapted for these applications, since they no longer can be interpreted
as optimal summaries.
The shape of the central regions is sometimes less restrictive than the
previous examples. For instance, in order to study the ‘‘peakedness with
respect to a point c,’’ several authors use families of sets that are only
required to be convex and symmetric with respect to c. However, these
families appear to be too large for the applications, except when restricted
to particular distributions, like Gaussian ones (see Jensen [13]).
Another approach consists first in defining a depth function and then
associating to it a family of central regions determined by the contours of
this depth function (see Tukey [26], Liu [17, 18]). The center associated
to this depth is the point maximizing the depth function. Let us note that
the usual depths (excepting the Mahalanobis one) lead to a multivariate
generalization of the median. Breckling and Chambers [5] defined inter-
M-quantile regions in the following way. First they introduce, for any
direction r and any p in [0, 12], the p th M-quantile %pr of order p for the
direction r. Then, by moving r over the unit sphere, they obtain a surface,
each point of which corresponds to a M-quantile relative to a particular
direction. In this approach, the link between p and the probability of the
inter-M-quantile region is less obvious than in the real case. Finally, we
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note the :-quantile vector introduced by Abdous and Theodorescu [1],
but it seems difficult to use it to define an interquantile region.
The purpose of this paper is to define a family of central regions
generalizing the interquantile intervals to multivariate distributions, in
order to extend the quantile-based approach of the applications mentioned
at the beginning of this section to the multivariate case. The real interquan-
tile intervals appear to be central regions optimal in the L1-sense, since
they can be defined with a criterion similar to those defining the median,
and possess robustness and equivariance properties close to those of
the median. This optimality property has been chosen to be preserved by
the extension defined in this paper, leading to the spatial median as the
reference location parameter. Among the various multivariate medians (see
Oja [23], Liu [17], and Small [25]), the spatial median associated to a
given norm possesses robustness properties that seem to be the most inter-
esting ones (see Ducharme and Milasevic [7] and Kemperman [15]). Just
as the spatial median, the central regions are defined below for a p.d. on
a Banach space (X, & }&).
We have considered the set of balls rather than a wider class of regions
(such as symmetric convex ones) as it gives a simple way to generalize the
interquantile intervals by means of regions whose shape depends only on
the chosen norm, and which are parametrized by a real size parameter, the
radius. Moreover, we keep for nonsymmetric distributions the shape of the
central regions frequently used for centrally symmetric distributions.
Beyond the simplicity of their shape, the main feature of the central balls
is that they ensure the coherence between the proximity criterion, the
associated center, and the corresponding weight of the central regions.
Moreover, they are defined both for empirical distributions, for instance
with a view to exploratory data analysis, and for theoretical ones.
In Section 2, we define the family of ‘‘median balls’’ with a proximity
criterion adapted from those defining the spatial median M of a p.d. P on
a Banach space (X, & }&),
M=arg min
c |X (&x&c&&&x&) dP(x),
and we study some existence and uniqueness conditions for these balls. In
Section 3, we show that the properties of the spatial median are preserved
by the centers of these central balls. We examine in Section 4 some applica-
tions of this family to location and dispersion concepts, generalizing the
real quantile-based approaches. For such applications, we introduce a dis-
persion function that reduces to the probability of the median balls for
regular p.d.. The inverse of this mapping generalizes the usual dispersion
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function, :  |F&1(:)&F&1(1&:)|. Finally, the introduced notions are
illustrated in Section 5 from particular distributions with several norms.
2. MEDIAN BALLS
Let (X, & }&) be a real Banach space and let P be a probability distribu-
tion on X. Let us denote by
B(c, *) (respectively, B*(c, *), B0(c, *)) the closed ball (respectively,
the sphere, the open ball) with center c and radius *, by
8(c, *) the set of the measurable mappings , from X to X such that
,(X )/B(c, *), and by
f the real mapping defined on the set of bounded and measurable
mappings , from X to X by
f (,)=|
X
(&x&,(x)&&&x&) dP(x).
Then we introduce:
Definition 1. For any nonnegative *, a median ball of P, with radius
*, is defined to be any ball B(c*, *) such that there exists a mapping ,* in
8(c*, *) satisfying:
f (,*)= inf
c # X
inf
, # 8(c, *)
f (,).
When *=0, this definition gives the spatial median, studied in this con-
text by Valadier [27], Ducharme and Milasevic [7], Kemperman [15],
and Leo n and Masse [16].
For a real distribution, the family of these median balls is no more than
the family of interquantile intervals, indexed by their half-length. In
Averous and Meste [2] the links between the description of P with this
parametrization and the usual one using the tailweight are examined.
First, let us study the existence and uniqueness of such median balls. It
is obvious that, for given * and c, the mapping ,c, * defined by
x  ,c, *(x)={
x if x # B(c, *)
c+
*
&x&c&
(x&c) elsewhere
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satisfies
\x # X, &x&,c, *(x)&= inf
y # B(c, *)
&x& y&,
and
f (,c, *)= inf
, # 8(c, *)
f (,).
Then any median ball B(c*, *) can be characterized by the existence of
a mapping ,* in 8(c*, *) such that:
f (,*)= inf
c # X
f (,c, *).
For the sake of simplicity, f (,c, *) will be denoted by f (c, *). Let l* be the
mapping defined on R+ by
y  l*( y)=( y&*)+.
We have
f (c, *)=|
X
(l*(&x&c&)&&x&) dP(x), (1)
so that we are induced to study existence and uniqueness of a c* such that
f (c* , *)= inf
c # X
f (c, *).
Let us remark that using &&x& in the previous integrals ensures their
convergence for any P. For a p.d. P satisfying X &x& dP(x)<+, mini-
mizing f (c, *) is equivalent to minimizing X l*(&x&c&) dP(x), the inter-
pretation of such an integral being easier.
The following assumptions will often be used in the following:
(H1) (X, & }&) is the dual of a separable Banach space U.
(H2) (X, & }&) is strictly convex.
(H3)* For any c in X, there exists no affine line 2 such that c # 2 and
P[B(c, *) _ 2]=1.
The two following propositions show that the existence and uniqueness
conditions given by Kemperman [15] for the spatial median still hold for
the median balls.
Let M(*, P) be the set of the centers of the median balls of P with
radius *.
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Proposition 1. For any p.d. P and any *0, M(*, P) is bounded.
Moreover, if (H1) is satisfied, M(*, P) is nonempty.
Proof. For any *0, we have
&< f (0, *)=&*P(Bc(0, *))&|
B(0, *)
&x& dP(x)0. (2)
Moreover, | f (c, *)& f (c, 0)||X (&x&,c, *(x)&&&x&,c, 0(x)& dP(x)|*,
and lim&c&  + (1&c&) f (c, 0)=1 (see Kemperman [15]), so that:
lim
&c&  +
1
&c&
f (c, *)=1.
Denoting r0, *=sup [&c& ; f (c, *)0], we have 0r0, *<+. By (2),
any point c* in M(*, P) satisfies f (c*, *)0 so that M(*, P)/B(0, r0, *).
Now let us assume that (H1) is satisfied, and let us equip X with the
weak topology _(U*, U), for which B(0, r0, *) becomes compact and
metrizable. The norm & }& is weakly lower semi-continuous so that the con-
tinuity of l*( } ) implies that the mapping c  &x&,c, *(x)& is weakly lower
semi-continuous for any x in X. Then, for any c in X and any sequence
(cn)n # N in B(0, r0, *) weakly converging to c, we have:
f (c, *)|
X
lim inf
n  +
(&x&,cn , *(x)&&&x&) dP(x).
The mapping x  | &x&,cn , *(x)&&&x& | being bounded by r0, *+*, for
any n in N, we have:
f (c, *)lim inf
n  +
f (cn , *).
It follows that f ( } , *) is weakly lower semi-continuous on B(0, r0, *) and
achieves its lower bound.
Then, for distributions on Rn, the median balls exist for any norm, and
a median ball with null radius is a spatial median associated to the chosen
norm. In the infinite-dimensional case, this existence remains true for any
separable and reflexive space (see Valadier [27]). The spaces Lp(0, A, +),
with 1<p<+ and where + is a bounded positive measure on the
measurable space (0, A), are the most usual examples in this last class.
There will be found in Kemperman [15] some spaces such that (H1) is not
satisfied but such that the spatial median exists. Leo n and Masse [16] give
an example of nonexistence.
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Proposition 2. If (H2) is satisfied then, for any P and any * such that
(H3)* holds, f ( } , *) is strictly convex and M(*, P) contains at most one
element.
Proof. First let us note that the convexity of c  l*(&x&c&) implies that
of f ( } , *) and also that of M(*, P). Now, let us assume that (X, & }&) is
strictly convex but that this is not the case for f ( } , *). Then there exists
c # X and h # X, h{0, such that:
f (c+2h, *)&2f (c+h, *)+ f (c, *)
|
X
[l*(&x&c&2h&)&2l*(&x&c&h&)+l*(&x&c&)] dP(x)=0.
If we note
v l*i (x)=l*(&x&c&ih&) (i=0, 1, 2),
v Bi=B(c+ih, *) (i=0, 1, 2),
v l*=l*2&2l*1+l*0 ,
v 2c, h=[c+:h ; : # R],
we have l*0 and, since X l*(x) dP(x)=0, l* is almost surely equal to
zero.
Then, if we consider the partition of X generated by the Bi , i=0, 1, 2, it
is easy to show that
l*(x)=0 O x # (B0 & B1 & B2) _ (2c, h & Bc1),
so that P(2c, h _ B(c, *))=1, which does not agree with (H3)* .
The strict convexity of f ( } , *) ensuring that M(*, P) possesses at most
one element, the proof is achieved.
When X=Rn, M(*, P) contains only one element if the norms & }&p ,
1<p<+, are used and if P satisfies the condition (H3)* . When the
norms & }&1 or & }&+ are considered, Rn is not strictly convex, and then
there arises the problem of choosing a representative element in this set. In
the case (Rn, & }&1), the set M(0, P) of the spatial medians of P is no more
than the product of the marginal sets M(0, Pi), where Pi denotes the i th
marginal p.d. of P. This property is no longer valid when *>0, even when
the intervals M(*, Pi) reduce to one element, nor for any *0 when
& }&{& }&1 .
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3. PROPERTIES
We extend below the equivariance, robustness, and convergence proper-
ties of the spatial median to the median balls. For any P and any
measurable mapping g from X to X, the distribution induced by g will be
denoted by Pg . In the following, the points in M(*, P) will be denoted by
c(*, P) or c(*) when there would be no ambiguity, and we shall use the
notation f (c, *, P) instead of f (c, *) to mention the probability under con-
sideration.
Proposition 3. For any p.d. P, any *0, any homothety x  h(x)=ax
(a>0), and any isometry %,
M[h(*), Ph]=h[M(*, P)],
M(*, P%)=%[M(*, P)].
Proof. It is easy to show that, for any a>0,
f (ac, a*, Ph)=af (c, *, P)
and, for any isometry %,
f (%(c), *, P%)= f (c, *, P),
and the result follows.
Unlike some other multivariate medians, the spatial median and hence
the centers of the median balls are not affine equivariant. However, this
property seems to be very strong for a multivariate median, and is not
easily compatible with good robustness properties, such as the following
ones.
The next proposition extends the property of invariance by transporting
mass along open half lines with the median as endpoint.
Proposition 4. For any p.d. P and any *0, any c # M(*, P) is also in
M(*, P*), where P* is obtained from P by moving mass in Bc(c, *), along the
half lines with endpoint c.
Proof. The proof is a direct adaptation of those of Kemperman [15],
who uses the properties of the directional derivatives of the norm in order
to characterize the spatial median.
For a real distribution, one of the most interesting robustness properties
of the median is a breakdown point equal to 0.5, and this holds for the spa-
tial median. The following proposition extends it to the median balls:
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Proposition 5. For any p.d. P, any *0, and any : # ]12, 1], there
exists \>0 such that, for any p.d. Q on X,
M(*, :P+(1&:) Q)/B(0, \).
Proof. For any distribution P and any r0, let us denote:
hP(r)=
1
r |
t
0
[1&P(B(0, u))] du.
Following Kemperman [15], it is easy to show that
f (c, *, P) f (c, 0, P)&c& [1&2hP(&c&)]&*.
Let us denote
r0, *(P)=sup[&c& ; f (c, *, P)0] (see Proposition 1)
r1, *(P)=inf[r0; r(1&2hP(r))&*>0].
Then,
\c # M(*, P), &c&r0, *(P)r1, *(P).
Now let P and Q be two probabilities on X, : # ]12 , 1], and P*=:P+
(1&:)Q. We have
\r0, hP*(r)=:hP(r)+(1&:) hQ(r))]]
and
r1, *(P*)=inf [r0; r[1&2(:hP(r)+(1&:) hQ(r))]&*>0].
Then, as hQ(r)1, for any c* # M(*, P*),
&c*&r1, *(P*)inf [r0; r[2:&1&2:hP(r)]&*>0]
Since [r0, r[2:&1&2:hP(r)]&*>0]{<, the result follows.
In the finite-dimensional case, the qualitative robustness of the spatial
median c(0, P) is extended below to the median balls, under similar
assumptions:
Proposition 6. Let X be a finite-dimensional Banach space such that
(H2) is satisfied, *0, and P satisfies (H3)* . For any sequence [Pn]n # N
weakly converging to P, and any sequence [cn]n # N such that cn # M(*, Pn),
cn strongly converges to c(*, P) as n tends to infinity.
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Under the assumptions of Proposition 6, if we consider an n-sample of
random vectors from P, and if Pn denotes the empirical distribution
induced by this sample, it is easy to show, using results from Haberman
[12] devoted to the estimation of M-parameters, both the almost sure
convergence of c(*, Pn) towards c(*, P) and the asymptotic normality of
- n[c(*, Pn)&c(*, P)] for any *0.
The previous properties allow us to consider the mapping P  c( } , P) as
a functional location parameter, possessing properties similar to those of
the spatial median. Before examining in the next section how to use this
parameter for the description of a p.d., let us first establish in the general
case a continuity property of the mapping *  c(*, P), with the aid of the
following lemma:
Lemma 1. The mappings (c, *)  f (c, *) and *  infc # X f (c, *) are con-
vex.
Proof. For any x in X, it is easy to show the convexity of the mapping
(c, *)  l*(&x&c&) for any x, which leads to those of (c, *)  f (c, *).
Moreover, for any : # [0, 1], any (c1 , c2) # X2, and any (*, *$) # R2+ ,
inf
c
f [c, :*+(1&:) *$] f [:c1+(1&:) c2 , :*+(1&:) *$]
:f (c1 , *)+(1&:) f (c2 , *$).
Then
inf
c
f [c, :*+(1&:) *$]: inf
c1 # X
f (c1 , *)+(1&:) inf
c2 # X
f (c2 , *$),
and the result follows.
Proposition 7. Let ]*1 , *2[ be included in R+ , such that for any * in
]*1 , *2[, c(*, P) is unique. Then the mapping c( } , P) is continuous on
]*1 , *2[.
Proof. Denoting c(*) instead of c(*, P), let us assume that there exists
* # ]*1 , *2[ such that c( } ) is not continuous at *. Then there exists =>0
and a sequence [*n]n # N in ]*1 , *2[ converging to *, such that:
&c(*n)&c(*)&>=, n # N.
By Lemma 1, the mapping *  f (c(*), *) is continuous on R+ , and the
properties of l*( } ) lead to limn  + f (c(*n), *)= f (c(*), *).
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Let us consider the sequence [c*n]n # N in B*(c(*), =), defined by
c*n=c(*)+
=
&c(*n)&c(*)&
(c(*n)&c(*)).
We have \=$>0, _m(=$) # N, \nm(=$),
f (c*n , *)< f (c(*), *)+=$,
so that
f (c(*), *) inf
c # B*(c(*), =)
f (c, *) inf
nm(=$)
f (c*n , *)< f (c(*), *)+=$,
and consequently
inf
c # B*(c(*), =)
f (c, *)= f (c(*), *).
The sphere B*(c(*), =) being weakly compact, and f ( } , *) being weakly
lower semi-continuous, the minimum is achieved on B*(c(*), =), which
contradicts the uniqueness of c(*).
4. DISPERSION FUNCTIONS IN L1 -SENSE
The family of median balls previously introduced provides central
regions which can be considered as summaries that are optimal in the
L1-sense. The complements of these regions are interpreted as global tails
(in the L1-sense). In the real case, the family of median balls reduces to the
set of interquantile intervals of the form [c(*)&*, c(*)+*], satisfying
F(c(*)&*)=1&F(c(*)+*) (for continuous d.f. F ). This family is
fundamental for studying dispersion and kurtosis with respect to the
median. Such a study is usually based on the dispersion function
:  SF (:)=F&1(12+:)&F&1(12&:) (: # [0, 12[) (see Balanda and
MacGillivray [3]).
For a real distribution, the mapping that associates to *0 the prob-
ability of the central interval B(c(*), *), which is the usual weight of this
interval, is nondecreasing since these intervals are ordered by inclusion.
This property allows the inverse of this mapping to be used, leading to
several interesting tools. According to the properties of the central inter-
vals, this mapping can be considered as a dispersion function. Moreover,
let us note that for an absolutely continuous probability distribution we
have
P[B(c(*), *)]=1+
d
d*
f (c(*), *).
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In the multivariate case, the median balls are not necessarily ordered by
inclusion (even when (X, & }&) is strictly convex). In some cases, the
probabilities of these balls are not nondecreasing, particularly for some
discrete distributions. Nevertheless, it is shown in the following that the
mapping *  P[B(c(*), *)] is nondecreasing under regularity conditions.
Denoting by d +d* (respectively, d &d*) the right (respectively, left)
derivative, we have:
Lemma 2. For any c in X, (d+d*) f (c, *)=&1+P[B(c, *)] on [0, +[,
and (d &d*) f (c, *)=&1+P[B0(c, *)] on ]0, +[.
This result follows from the convexity of *  l*(&x&c&)&&x& and from
the majorization of the absolute value of this function by &c&+*.
Proposition 8. For any *>0 and any c* # M(*, P), we have
P[B0(c*, *)]1+
d &
d*
inf
c
f (c, *)1+
d +
d*
inf
c
f (c, *)P[B(c*, *)] (3)
so that, when P[B*(c*, *)]=0,
1+
d
d*
inf
c
f (c, *)=P[B(c*, *)]. (4)
Proof. For any c* # M(*, P) and any (*, *") such that 0*"<*<*$,
we have
inf
c
f (c, *$)&inf
c
f (c, *) f (c*, *$)& f (c*, *)
and
inf
c
f (c, *)&inf
c
f (c, *") f (c*, *)& f (c$, *").
Then the inequalities in (3) follow from Lemma 2 and from the con-
vexity of the mapping *  infc f (c, *) (Lemma 1). When P[B*(c*, *)]=0,
it is obvious that the four terms in (3) are equal and the result follows.
The mapping *  2P(*)=1+(d +d*) infc f (c, *), which is defined on
R+ and takes its values in [0, 1], is nondecreasing and right continuous.
Then it is a distribution function of a bounded measure on R+ . It coincides
with *  P[B(c(*), *)] at any point * for which the sphere B*(c(*), *) has
a null probability. For any distribution, the mapping 2P( } ) may be inter-
preted as a smoothed nondecreasing version of *  P[B(c(*), *] by
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Proposition 8, and the mapping 2P(*) as the weight of the central part
B(c(*), *), associated to the used proximity criterion.
Corollary 1. When any sphere has a null probability, the mapping
*  P[B(c(*), *)]
is nondecreasing for any choice of c(*) in M(*, P).
Moreover, P  2P(*) is translation invariant and, for any positive
homothety h, satisfies 2Ph(h(*))=2P(*), which allows it to be considered
as a dispersion function for P. The previous results lead to the following
definition:
Definition 2. For any probability distribution P, the mapping
* # R+  2P(*)=1+
d +
d*
inf
c
f (c, *)
is said to be the dispersion function (in the L1 -sense) of P.
When *=0, it is easy to show that:
\c* # M(0, P), 02P(0)P([c*]),
so that 2P(0)=0 if the spatial median has a null probability.
When X &x& dP(x)<, the mapping *  infc f (c, *) is bounded so
that, since it is also nonincreasing and convex, lim*  + 2P(*)=1. Under
these conditions, 2P( } ) appears as the (right continuous) distribution func-
tion of a probability distribution on R+. When the centers c(*) are unique
and c( } ) is continuous, this distribution function is continuous and coin-
cides with *  P[B(c(*), *)].
Let us remark that when P is centrally symmetric with respect to a point
c0 , this dispersion function reduces to the distribution function associated
to the p.d. induced by x  &x&c0&. Usually, for such symmetric distribu-
tions in Rn, dispersion orderings and measures are obtained by considering
stochastic orderings and location parameters on the previous induced p.d.,
extending what is done in the real case.
For a general distribution, the dispersion function 2P(}) holds the same
interpretation (weight of central parts) as for centrally symmetric p.d. So it
can be used to define dispersion orderings and measures: to any stochastic
ordering O can be associated a corresponding dispersion ordering O2 on
the set of p.d. on X:
PO2 Q  2P( } )O2Q( } ).
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In the same way, a dispersion parameter +2 can be associated to any
location parameter + by
+2(P)=+[2P( } )].
The following proposition gives an example of such a dispersion parameter:
Proposition 9. When X &x& dP(x)<+ and P(B*(c(*), *)=0 for
any *0, the mean of the p.d. on R+ associated to the distribution function
2P( } ) is equal to E[&Z&c(0)&] where Z is a random variable with p.d. P).
Proof. Let Z be a random variable with p.d. P. By the assumptions on
P, we have:
|
+
0
[1&2P(*)] d*=&|
+
0
d
d*
inf
c
f (c, *) d*
= f (c(0), 0)& lim
*  +
f (c(*), *)
= f (c(0), 0)+E(&Z&)
=E(&Z&c(0)&).
The generalized inverse of the dispersion function 2P( } ), defined by
:  2&1P (:)=inf [* ; 2P(*):],
can be considered as an extension to the multivariate case of the following
dispersion functions used in the real case: :  *F (:)=|F&1(1&:)&
F&1(:)|, and :  SF (:)=F&1(0.5+:)&F&1(0.5&:) (see Bickel and
Lehmann [4], Gr#neveld and Meeden [11], Balanda and MacGillivray
[3], and MacGillivray and Balanda [20]). For regular p.d. P on R with
distribution function F, we have, \: # ]0, 12[, *F (:)=22&1P (1&2:) and
SF (:)=22&1P (2:).
The family of median balls B(c(*, *)) can also be parametrized by their
weights :=2P(*), leading to the family
[B[c(2&1P (:)), 2
&1
P (:)]]: # 2P(R+) . (5)
Under the assumptions of Proposition 9, the weight of a central ball equals
its probability. For any real distribution, the ball corresponding to : is no
more than an interquantile interval [F&1(12&:2), F&1(12+:2)].
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5. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we consider some examples corresponding to several
probability distributions on Rn and several norms. Let Y be any random
variable on a probability space (0, A, P) taking values in Rn and let PY
be its probability distribution. In the following, 2PY and c(*, PY) will be
denoted by 2Y and c(*, Y ) respectively.
As previously mentioned, when P is centrally symmetric with respect to
a pointed, c0 , 2P( } ) reduces to the distribution function of &Y&c0&.
As our first example, let Y be a Gaussian r.v. with mean + and regular
covariance matrix 7, and let Rn be equipped with the Euclidean norm
& }&2 . Then, c(*)=+ for any *0, and
2Y (*)=P(&Y&+&2<*).
To evaluate these probabilities, let us note that &Y&+&22 is a linear com-
bination of independent chi-square random variables, for which several
approximation formulas have been proposed. More recently, exact expres-
sions have been given (see Johnson et al. [14]). For Gaussian distribu-
tions, it is easy to show that the ordering introduced by Loewner [19] on
Fig. 1. Dispersion function 2P for binormal distributions with covariance matrices
[ 10.3
0.3
0.25], [
1
0.6
0.6
1 ], [
1
1.2
1.2
4 ].
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the set of symmetric matrices (AO L B if and only if B&A is non-negative
definite) gives, when applied to covariance matrices, a sufficient condition
to obtain the stochastic ordering of the 2P functions. Jensen [13] showed
in particular that for Gaussian distributions this ordering is equivalent to
the usual peakedness ordering based on the probabilities of compact, con-
vex, and symmetric sets (see e.g. Eaton and Pearlman [8]). Giovagnoli
and Wynn [10] proposed two dispersion orderings and studied the rela-
tionships with the Loewner’s one for multinormal distributions. Figure 1
gives the graphs of the 2P functions for three binormal distributions with
correlation 0.6 and, from left to right, with marginal variances (1, 0.25),
(1, 1), (1, 4).
As second examples, let us consider the uniform distributions respec-
tively on I=[&1, 1]_[&1, 1] for P1 , on the boundary of I for P2 , and
on the vertices of I for P3 . If we use the norm & }&2 , it is easy to show that:
2P1(*)=
?*2
2
when 0*1
*2
4 _?&4 arc sin 1&
1
*2
&2 sin \2 arc sin 1& 1*2+&+2 - *2&2 when 1<*- 2
1 when *>- 2
0 when 0*1
2P2(*)={- *2&1 when 1<*- 21 when *>- 2
2P3(*)={0 when 0*- 21 when *>- 2
Then we have
2P12P22P3 .
So, defining the dispersion ordering O 2 by
PO 2 Q  2P2Q ,
we obtain
P1 O 2 P2 O 2 P3 .
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It is easy to show that this ordering is kept when the norms & }&1 or & }&
are chosen. Masse and Theodorescu [21] gave the central regions corre-
sponding to their trimming procedure for these distributions. However,
these distributions are ordered neither by the dispersive ordering they
suggest, based on these trimmed regions, nor by the usual peakedness
ordering.
The following example points out that the choice of the norm appears to
important. Let P4 be the uniform distribution on the circle with radius - 2
centered at 0. Then, if we denote by 21, 22, and 2 the dispersion func-
tions corresponding respectively to the norms & }&1 , & }&2 , and & }& , we
have:
21P42
1
P3
, 22P4=2
2
P3
, 2P32

P4
.
Let us note that 2P( } ) reduces to the distribution function of &Y&c0&
for a class of distributions larger than those of centrally symmetric ones.
This is the case for the distributions where c*=c0 for any *. To give an
example in this class, let A=(1, 0), B=(&12, - 32), C=(&12, &- 32),
D=(1, 1), E=(&1, &1). Then if we attribute to these points respectively
the probabilities ( 16 ,
1
6 ,
1
6 ,
1
4 ,
1
4), the corresponding distribution gives an
example for such a property.
A median ball with radius * can be considered as a :(*)-trimmed region,
this region being optimal in the sense of the considered criterion. We have
1&P[B(c(*), *)]:(*)=1&2P(*)1&P[B0(c(*), *)]
(see Proposition 8).
If we are only interested in constructing such a trimmed region for sum-
marizing a given probability distribution, it may be more interesting to
choose a norm depending on the distribution, leading to balls whose shape
incorporates dependencies, the dispersion being given by a size parameter
of the central balls. If we refer to Gaussian or more generally to elliptically
symmetric distributions on Rn, the ‘‘Mahalanobis metric,’’ leading to ellip-
tic balls, seems to be suitable.
For empirical distributions, the trimming induced by the median balls is
closer to the convex peeling or to the uniform trimming (see Nolan [22])
than is the coordinate-wise one. The advantage of our approach is that, for
a given norm, the shape of the balls is controlled and depends only on a
positive parameter *. Moreover, the weight of the trimmed region (its
probability in the regular case) is a monotone function of *. This approach
allows one to use two parametrizations of the trimmed regions, either their
weight or their size parameter, depending on whether one wishes to drop
a fixed proportion or the farthest part of the distribution.
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Just as for the spatial median, an explicit expression of a median ball
center is scarcely available, but its computation is possible with any algo-
rithm allowing minimization of a convex function. For the & }&2 , the func-
tion to be minimized is strictly convex and the solution is unique (see
Prop. 2). For the norms & }&1 or & }& , there is no unique solution, but 2*
does not depend on the chosen centre (see Prop. 8).
The following figures give an example of an empirical distribution on 10
points. In Fig. 2 are drawn the three median balls corresponding to the
values 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 for 2P . The spatial median and the centers of
these balls are represented by 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The median ball
corresponding to 2=0.5 may be interpreted as a multivariate extension of
the real interquartile interval. Figure 3 represents the graph of the mapping
*  2P(*).
Fig. 2. Median balls for an empirical distribution (probabilities 0.25, 0.50, 0.75).
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Fig. 3. Dispersion function 2P .
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